Jordan Baby T-Strap Shoes

Jordan Baby T-Strap Shoes are adorable bootie-style shoes suitable for all babies. Because this design is gender-neutral, you may make it appropriate to your baby’s gender by choosing a more boyish or girlish fabric.
JORDAN BABY T-STRAP SHOES

FINISHED SIZE: US BABY'S 2-5

Jordan Baby T-Strap Shoes are adorable bootie-style shoes suitable for all babies. Because this design is gender-neutral, you may make it appropriate to your baby's gender by choosing a more boyish or girlish fabric. Or, if you have a matching outfit in mind or they're going to be a present for an expecting mother-to-be, you may want to leave them unisex. The choice is yours. Jordan Baby Shoes are especially great when worn outdoors in the stroller in the warmer, sunnier weathers. They are also ideal when worn for indoor play.

Designer's Review

MATERIAL LIST

FABRIC

44” wide heavyweight home decorator OR quilting weight cotton
(1/8) Yard for exterior fabric
(1/8) Yard for lining

INTERFACING

(1/4) Yard of 22” wide medium weight fusible interfacing*

* Because I made the sample shoes for this design sock-style, I did not use an interfacing for it. If you would like to use an interfacing, I recommend fusible fleece interfacing. When using fusible fleece interfacing, omitting the interfacing on the upper’s loop section (that wraps around the straps) by cutting the interfacing of that section will make it easier for you to sew the shoes. This does not apply when using light weight interfacing.

TOOL LIST

Ruler, Scissors, Chalk pencil, Pencil, Sewing machine, Pins, Needle, Shape tool

* Seam allowance 1/4” unless otherwise specified.

* All units are in inches.

OTHERS

All-purpose thread
(2) Sets of sew-on snaps

NOTE:

**No seam allowance is needed for the interfacing
***Non-skid soles and other non-skid materials are recommended for the exterior sole piece
****CAUTION: Small children may choke on beads, buttons, and other small pieces if they come loose

Printing:

Because our patterns are on PDF files, the pages may be scaled prior to printing, depending on the printer and print driver. To ensure that the shoes pattern prints in the correct size, set the margins on zero before printing the pattern.

To do so, select “None” from the “Page Scaling” drop-down list in Acrobat or Reader’s Print dialog box. (Hanyaloglu, 2007)

The size of the shoes may also be affected by the thickness of your interfacing and/or fabric.

The pattern sizes should match the following measurements upon printing:

Heel to Toe Length (in inches) (No seam included)

Baby Shoes: Some exceptions may apply

Size 1 (0-3 mos.): 4”
Size 2 (3-6 mos.): 4.25”
Size 3 (6-9 mos.): 4.5”
Size 4 (9-12 mos.): 4.75”
Size 5 (12-18 mos.): 5”